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This Guide

This 9uide intends to assist the searcher in locating manuscript and archival
material on Canadian subjects. There are two main sections BIBLIOGRAPHIES and
DIRECTORIFS. The bibliographies determine that particular items exist at
certain locations. They also serve to indicate the type of subject matter, or
nature, of certain collections. Because there are not very many published bib-
liographies, check lists or finding aids for this kind of material, directories
must be used to find potential locations. A special subject collection in a
library, the existence of a historical society or a museum, or the existence of
an archive are often the only clues one has to follow.

When using this guide, one must keep in mind that it is incomplete in itself.
Only reference sources devoted primarily to archives and manuscripts have been
included. Many catalogues of special collections (e.g. Gagnon, Lande, etc.) in-
clude manuscript material. These have not been included, but must not be over-
looked. This guide should be used in conjunction with the guides to Canadiana,
Canadian Politics and Government, Canadian Economics, Canadian Literature,
Canadian Biography available at the reference desk. In progress is a guide to
Canadian History (,:vith a section on the Empire and Commonwealth). The Govern-
ment Documents Dept. also has guides to Canadian and Quebec government publica-
tions.

A good introduction to the use of archival and manuscript material can be found
in Beaulieu's Guide d'histoire du Canada (Z1382 .B4 Ref.), pp. 189-213, "Les
sources manuscrites". The following manual for users of archives and private
papers may also prove useful as an even more basic introduction, Brooks, Philip C.
Research in Archives; The Use of Unpublished Primary Sources. (Chicago, University
of Chicago Press, 1969 D16 .387 1969 Ref.). It is U.S.-oriented but the prin-
ciples expressed are relevent for any beginning researcher.

Subject Catalogues

Although manuscript and archival material itself is not usually catalogued nor
generally listed in regular bibliographies, information about potential sources
of such material can be gleaned from specialized bibliographies, guides, direc-
tories, etc. (the type of reference works listed in this guide). These can be
found using the subject catalogues (both Cutter and L.C.).

When using the subject catalogues to search for material, be as specific as
possible. Look first for the name of the person, or institution or period of
history you want. Some subject headings that can also be used are as follows:

ARCHIVES (which will be subdivided by geographical locations)

MANUSCRIPTS

RECORDS and

FACSIMILES,

(which will also be subdivided by geographical locations) as well as
by.the names of prominent works or authors with the subdivision
MANUSCRIPTS

specific types of records such as BUSINESS RECORDS, REGISTERS OF
BIRTHS, etc. as well as by the names of specific subjects with the
sub-division RECORDS

and by the names of specific subjects with the subdivision
FACSIMILES

MANUSCRIPTS AND ARCHIVES AT McGILL

Of Rrime importance and of greatest use will be the manuscript and archival
collections here at McGill. Manuscript and archival materials, in general are
not catalogued. There is no record in the McGill Union Catalogue of this type
of material which may be in the Department of Rare Books and Special Collections,
the McGill University Archives (which is the repository for McGill-related ar-
chives), the McCord Museum (of Canadian ethnology and social life), the Law Libra-
ry, the Osler Library (of the history of Medicine), the Lawrence Lande Canadiana
Room, the Blackader Library (of Art and Architecture), the Religious Studies
Library, etc. The finding aids to these archival and manuscript collections,
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which do exist in printed form and are available in the MCLennan Reference Collec-
tion are explained in this guide. Usually unpublished finding aids exist only
with these collections. The staffs there are conversanv With their holdings and
will be pleased to assist researchers in locating materi al. They will also, in
many cases, be able to suggest additional locations of waterial. Inquire at the
McLennan Reference Desk for information (hours, type of material, subject inter-
ests, etc.) about these various collections, or contact them directly.

Center for Research Libraries

The Center for Research Libraries, to which McGill belong0, might also be useful
for your purposes. "Microfilm and facsimile copies of archival records form one
of the categories of major emphasis in the Center's colletting program" (Its
Handbook, p. 6). For. further information about the Center, inquire at the Inter-
library Loans Dept.

All locations for items cited in this guide have not.been indicated. If you wish
to obtain additional locations, consult the McGill Union Catalogue of authors and
titles by the entry used in this guide.

If you have any difficulty using this guide or the refee encg sources listed in it,
please do not hesitate to ask for assistance from a refe renva librarian.

This guide was compiled by Lillian Rider, Reference DepartMent, McLennan Library.
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BIBLIOGRAPHIES

A. Manuscripts and Archival Collections

G4Vt.Docs. Canada. Public Archives. Manusc5ipt Division. General Inventory.

Lttiv Manuscripts. Inventaire general. Manuscrits. v. 1, 1971-

Mdt. Ottawa.

V. 1 - MG1 - MG10
V. 3 - MG17 - MG21
V. 4 - MG22 - MG25
V. 5 - MG26 - MG27

Still in progress, the project is intended to serve as a comprehen-
sive guide to the documents in the Manuscript Division of the
Public Archives of Canada, including approximately 100 groups of
Public Records (RG's) and 30 groups of manuscripts (MG's). It
completes and replaces the Preliminary Inventories and presents them
more systematically and in greater detail. It also mentions
"finding aids" available for various groups, with microfilm reel
numbers often included. Clear lengthy summary descriptions are
given for each group. Index to each volume.

GOVt.Docs. Canada. Public Archives. Preliminary Inventory: Record Group.
LaW 1, 1953- Ottawa.
Mm

A listing of the official records of the Government of Canada
and its departments which have been deposited in the Public
Archives. For each group there is a general introduction and.a
brief description of each unit of papers. Still incomplete and
will be replaced by the General Inventory.

Govt,Docs. Canada. Public Archives. Preliminary Inventory: Manuscript Group.
14w Inventaire provisoire: Fonds des manuscrits. 1, 1952-

tAc. Ottawa.

Listings by groups of Public Archives of Canada's holdings of
primary materials relating to Canadian history (including original
manuscripts as well as facsimiles, photostats, transcripts, and
microfilms of documents held elsewhere). "Groups" are determined
by chronology, topic or records of other repositories. With the
listing of each group is a general introduction and brief descrip-
tion of each unit in the language of the majority of documents
in the group. (Separate French and English editions are published
if documents in both languages are found in a group). Will be
replaced by General Inventory.

GOvt.Docs. Brome County Historical Society, Knowlton, Que. Collections of the
Brome County Historical Society; Preliminary Inventory.
Compiled by Homer A. Mitchell. Ottawa, Public Archives of
Canada, 1954.

Ocavt.Docs. Lennox and Addington Historical Society, Napanee,Ont. Collections
LAw of the Lennox and Addington Historical Society; Preliminary
Mac, Inventory. Ottawa, Public Archives of Canada, 1959.

LAw Norfolk Historical Society, Simcoe, Ont. Collections of the Norfolk
hac. His-torical Society; Preliminary Inventory. Ottawa, Public
On order Archives of Canada, 1958.
fOr Govt.
DOcs. Listing of manuscripts (chiefly family papers) held by various
Peb.1975 historical societies, published by the Public Archives in an attempt

to publicize this information. All the items are on microfilm at
the Public Archives. Each publication includes a history of the
society and descriptions of groups of papers.

P5400
.A5

Bibliographie_pour servir A l'etude de l'histoire du Canada franyais.
Bulletin. no. 1, 1965 - 5, 1969. MontrEal.

No. 2. Inventaire de la collection Lafontaine.
No. 5. Inventsire sommaire des documents historique de la

sociCte historique de Montrgal.

Lists of documents pertaining to the Societg historique de Montreal
which are deposited with the Centre de Recherche en Histoire
economique du Canada franyais at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes
Commerciales. Emphasis is on the economic history of French Canada.
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Number 2 includes lists of letters arranged by author, recipient
or date; documents arranged by title; and bound volumes arranged
alphabetically. Nunber 5 is arranged by collection. (It should
be noted that the Masicotte Collection and the minutes of the
Socifte have not yet been classified so are not included in the
listings). This volume is also available catalogued under Nish,
Cameron with the call number F5400 .N5 Ref.

Z6621 Boston, Public Library. canadian Manuscripts in the Boston Public

.867C3x Library; a Descriptive Catalogue. Boston, G.K. Hall, 1971.

Ref.
630 numbered items or groups of items are arranged chronologically
and are described briefly. Subject index.

Cutter List and Index Society. Special'Series. Volume 3. Scotland.

.F45 Record Office. Source List of Manuscripts Relating to the
//8L69 USA and Canada in Private Archives Preserved in the Scottish

v.3 Record Society. London, H.M.S.O., 1970.
McL.

Lists private archives in the Gifts and Deposits group only, none
from the Public Records. Includes 680 items from papers of the
9th Earl of Dalhousie, Lieutenant-Governor of Nova Scotia, 1816-
1820, Governor-in-Chief of Canada, 1820-1829. Each entry gives
the title of the Archive, the Gifts and Deposit number, section and
item number and a description of the material. Unususal arrange-

ment.

CD3649 University, Montreal. A Preliminary Guide to the Manuscript

.M6M2x Collections, McGill University. Montreal, 1969.

Ref.

2736
.M3A7
[date]
[author]
Ref.,etc.

The manuscript holdings of the McCord Museum, McGill University
Archives and McGill University Library republished from the Union
List of Manuscripts in Canadian Repositories
as a preliminary working tool for the compilation of a more complete
union list of McGill university manuscript, photographic and

archival materials (see section I.C. for the type of information
provided for each entry). The holdings of each of the three loca-
tions are listed separately, alphabetically by their assigned titles.
No index.

McGill University, Montreal. Archiver:. [Collection title].

Listings, totalling some 3500 pages, of materials in the McGill
University Archives which describe 7,000 cu.ft of clrefully
selected McGill archival material for the period 1801-1975. Some

titled 'preliminary° are, in fact, final guides (De Sole Papers,
Weather Observatory, etc.). The lists to the paprs of the
principals will eventually appear in a single guide. Sets ot these
lists are available in various appropriate libraries at McGill.

Cutter McGill University, Montreal. Library. Euro ean and it.merican

ZE Manuscripts. Montreal, 1962. (Special Collections, 1 ).

.M17
Ref. A finding guide for the manuscripts in the Rare Book Dept. compiled

RBD according to their own system. Approximately half the items listed
Lib.Sci. are Canadian. Numbered items are arranged alphabetically by assigned
Osler titles. Index of names in the documents (those not used in the

alphabetical listing). consult the Rare,Book Dept. for more
recently acquired manuscripts.

CD3645 New Brunswick Museum, St. John. Dept. of Canadian History.

.N4A45 Archives Division. InventorY of Manuscripts, St. John, N.B.,

Ref. 1967.

The collection, largely family papers, covers economic, social,
military, religiourvand political history of New Brunswickrr=1764-

1965. Includes the John Clarence Webster Collection of papers on
Canadian history, 1610-1956. Arranged alphabetically by names of
units of material which might be author, subject or place. Each

group of documents has short descriptive notes. Includes some

biographical notes. Index.
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Cutter Nova Scotia. Public Archives. A Calendar of the White Collection
220 of Manuscripts in the Public Archives. Margaret Ells, comp.
+N85pu Halifax, 1940. (Public Archives of Nova Scotia.Publication,
no.5 no. 5).
McL.

Papers of the family of Capt. Gideon White. Arranged chronologic-
ally, 1761-1900, but there is little material since 1840. Par-
ticularly valuable for the period from the American Revolution to
1840. Items are identified briefly. Index.

CD3645 Quebec (Province).Archives. Etat general des archives publii
.Q26A4 et privees. Quebec, Ministère des affaires culturelles, 1:...
McL.
UL Section 1 lists the official Archives of Quebec Collection in the
Law following groupings: (a) New France, to 1760. (b) Quebec and Lower

Canada, 1760-1867 (c) Quebec 1867- . Section 2 lists microfilm
copies of manuscripts in the Quebec Archives conserved elsewhere
(France, Engiand, Canada, the Vatican). Section 3 lists private
papers (societies, families, individuals) kept in the Quebec
Archives, with a chronological index to private collections.
Documents are given identifying titles. Dates are provided as well
as brief descriptions of the entries. Index.

Govt.Docs. Quebec (Province). Archives. Etat sommaire des archives nationales
du Quebec a Montreal. Quebec, Editeur officiel du Quebec, 1973

A summary inventory of the Montreal section of the Quebec Archives.
This is chiefly pre-1900 material from the registry of the Minister
of Justice.

Z6621 Toronto. Public Library. Guide to the Manuscript Collection in the
.T58 Toronto Public Libraries. Enl. ed. prepared by Donalda
1954 Putnam and Edith Firth. Toronto, 1954.
Ref.
Law Comprises Canadian and especially Upper Canadian historical manu-
Lib.Sci. scripts. Strong on business history. Arranged alphabetically by

author, subject or place. Descriptive notes for each group of
documents, and brief biographical notes. Index of personal names
and corporate bodies.

Z883
.H3M3x
v.1
no.6
Ref.

Wilkie, Moira and David Morrow. A Catalogue of Holdings of the
Division of Archives and Special Collections of the McMaster
University. Hamilton, McMaster University, 1971. (McMaster
University. Library Research News, V. 1, no. 6, 1971).

Many of the collections at McMaster are of interest for Canadian
historical research especially the Canadian Radical Archive:.
The various collections are described telling the size (in linear
feet) of each and inclusive dates.

B. Government Archives' Annual Reports

Note: As well as providing resumes of the years' activities and projects,
annual reports of archives often include information on acquisi-
tions and publications as well as selecteddists of holdings.

Cutter Canada. Archives. Report. 1st., 1881- Ottawa.
155
.C16

Lib. has: 1881-

McL.
Law

Cutter
-155
.C16s
McL.
Law

. Supplement. 1899-

6
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Cutter . Index, 1872-1908. Ottawa, 1909.
155 (Canada. Archives. Publications, 1)
.C16p
McL. The Reports for 1872 to 1882 were published as supplements to the
Law Reports of the Minister of Agriculture. All the Annual Reports

are also available in the Sessional Papers. The-Index 1872-1q0B
provides a chionological summary of each Annual Report'and also
includes the Calendar of State Papers, Upper Canada and Calendar
of the Haldimand Collection.

Cutter British Columbia. Provincial Archives. Report. 1910- Victoria.
400

Lib. has: 1913*B76r
McL.

This single report in the stacks and in Government Documents isGovt.Docs.
very brief.

Govt.Docs. Manitoba. Legislative Library and Archives. Annual Report. 1969-
Winnipeg.

Lib. has: 1969-
Formerly:

Govt.Docs. Manitoba. Legislative Library. Annual Report. 1950-1968. Winnipeg.

Lib. has: 1950-53; 1955-60; 1961-68.

Cutter
220
.N85pr
McL.

Very brief reports but accessions are listed

Nova Scotia. Archives. Progress Report of the Board of Trustees
of the Public Archives of Nova Scotia. 1931- Halifax.

Lib. has: 1931-

Very short reports but acquisitions, projects and publications are
discussed.

Cutter Ontario. Dept. of Public Records and Archives. Report. 1st,
155 1903- Toronto.
*059
McL. Lib. has: 1903-1933
Govt.Docs. Gov. Docs. has: 1928-31, 1959, 1961-63, 1965. (1965 as the

Dept. of Tourism and Information of the Dept. of Public
Records and Archives).

These reports include tables of contents and indexes.

Cutter Quebec, Province of. Archives. Rapport. 1920- . Quebec.
155

Lib. has: 1920-*03ra
McL.

McL. Table des matieres des rapports des archives du
Govt.Docs. Quebec, t. 1 a 42 (1920-1964). Quebec, Imprimeur de la Reine,

1965.

The bulk of the 1972 Rapport is made up of studies, documents, in-
ventories, listings and descriptions of various collections. The
Table de matieres... is an alphabetical index by authors of
articles, editors of documents and key-words of titles of articles,
collections and facsimiles. References are to year and pages of the
report. Since 1965 each report has its own index.

Cutter Saskatchewan, Prov. of. Archives Board. Report of the Saskatchewan
155 Archives. 1st, 1945/46- Regina.
.S252

Lib. has: 1st (1945/46)-McL.

Reports include an accessions list and tell of activities, finding
tools prepared,and publications.
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C. Union Lists

- 5

F478.2 Beers, Henry Putney. The French & British in the Old Northwest;
.B4 a Bibliographical Guide to Archive and Manuscript Sources.
Ref. Detroit, Wayne State University Press, 1964.
UL

The "Old Northwest" refers to the region south of the Great Lakes.
In essay form, this work includes mention of those documents on
the French and British r6gimes held in Quebec and Ontario archives.
There are also explanations of government, land grant systems and
the organization of religious missions. Fifty page section on
bibliographical sources.

Z1361 . Tha French in North America; a Bibliographical Guide to
.F8B4 French Archives, Reproductions and Research Missions. Baton
Ref. Rouge, Louisiana State University Press, 1957.
UL
Rel.Stud. "...history of the activities of American and Canadian institutions,

historians and others connected with the procurement of reproduc-
tions in the.korm of transcriptse photostats and microfilm from
French archives and manuscript collections." (Preface) Includes
public records, ecclesiastical records and private manuscripts
which trace the origins of the French missions. Describes the re-
productions obtained and the story of the resulting compilations.
Chapter 7 deals with Canadian institutions and historians. Canadian
activities relating to present day USA are included. Extensive
bibliography (pp.279-350) and detailed index.

Cutter Hale, Richard Walden. Guide to Photocopied Historical Materials
ZWF in the United States and Canada. Ithaca, N.Y., Published for
.1113 the American Historical Association by Cornell University
Ref. Press, 1961.
Law
Lib.Sci. "...basic bibliographical information on the photocopied manuscripts
Mac. of interest to historians which are available in depositories in

the United States and Canada" (Preface) including microcopies.
Cut-off date for inclusion was Jan. 1, 1959. Locations in the
U.S. and Canada are given. Canadian materials are arranged by
province, and sub-arranged by type of document (government records,
church records, personal papers, business papers, censuses, ships'
logs, etc.) Groups of manuscripts are listed rather than individual
items, unless they form a unit. Identifies holders of the original,
of copies and of negative and positive microforms. Index.

Z6620 The National Union Catalogue of Manuscript Collections; Based on
.U5N3 Reports from American Repositories of Manuscripts. v. 1,
Ref. 1959/61- Ann Arbor, Mich.

Lib. has: v. 1, 1959/61-

An annual series with indexes which cumulate. Good for early
Canadian papers found in U.S. libraries. Manuscripts are arranged
by identification number giving main entry and titles with brief
descriptions of size and content and name of repository. Each
volume has a list of repositories represented in the work since
1959 with references to those volumes in which their collections are
listed. The index is extensive - names, places, subjects and named
historical periods refer to identification numbers. Underlined
numbers indicate a main entry or name or subject of a collection.
Many cross references are included, even to headings in previous
volumes. The Repository Index which cumulates with the Index
lists all repositories listed since 1959 as well as those holding
duplicates and originals of reproductions.

CD3622 Union List of Manuscripts in Canadian Repositories. Catalogue
.U5 s. collectif des manuscrits des archives canadiennes. Ottawa,
Ref. Public Archives of Canada, 1968 .
UL
Govt.Docs. Arranged alphabeilCally by names of units followed by a brief
RBD description. The size of each entry is given and the details in
Lib.Sci. the description are designed to provide enough information to the

reser....,her to determine the usefullness of the items. Each entry
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is identified by a number which is a location symbol as well as an
accession number at that location. In some cases a further
"Reference" is given at the end of the entry for exact location
within the collection. The "Provenance" is also sometimes given.
A geographical list of the 124 repositories with their identifica-
tion numbers is given in Lhe ifoilL of the volume, and a numerical
list, with addresses, is given at the back. The general index,
by author and subject is quite limited but supplements the over-all

dictionary arrangement of the work. A new expanded edition is ex-
pected in the near future.

nTpErm0pTPS

A. General

AY414 Canadian Almanac and Directory. v. 1, 1848- . Toronto.

.C16 Lib. has: 1848-
Latest
in Ref. A general almanac of things Canadian. Good for addresses,

especially sections on Art Galleries and Museums. Associations
and Societies, and Libraries. Consult these sections as well as
the index.

AY414 Corpus Directory and Almanac of Canada, 1972- . Toronto.

.M3
Latest Lib. has: 1972-
in Ref.

AS2
.W6
Latest
in Ref.

Formerly:

McGraw-Hill Directory and Almanac of Canada.
Toronto.

Lib. has: 1967-1971.

1966-1971

A general almanac similar to the Canadian Almanac and Directory.
Good source of addresses, especially in sections on Associations
and Societies; Museums, Art Galleries and Archives; and Libraries.
Good idea to consult these sections as well as the index.

World of Learning, 1947- . London.

Lib. has: 1947-

Arranged alphabetically by country, including lists of learned
societies, research institutes, libraries and archives, museums
and art galleries, universities and colleges, and schools of

art and music. Index by name of institution.

B. Archives

CD3620
.D57
Ref.
Lib.Sci.

Directory of Canadian Archival Repositories. Annuaire des
archives canadiennes. 1971- Ottawa.

Lib. has:°1971-

Published by the Archives Section of the Canadian Historical
Association. The Public Archives of Canada are listed first, then
repositories are listed alphabetically by province then by location
(rather than name). Repositories are numbered and a key indicates
which are provincial, municipal, academic, commercial, religious,
library, museum or historical societies. Information for each
repository includes identification, facilities, holdings, finding
aids and services. Published "finding aids" (checklists, bibliogra-
phies,.etc.) are listed as an appendix.

9
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CD941 Society of American Archivists. College and University Archives
.S6 Committee. College and University Archives in United States
1972 and Canada. Rev. ed. Ann Arbor, 1972.
Ref.

Canadian entries (pp.71-73) are arranged alphabetically by province,
sub-arranged by name of institution. Information given includes
name and address, name and title of responsible officer, volume of
holdings and date archives was established. Institutions which
do not have formal archives and those for which no report was re-
ceived are also listed.

C. Museums and Historical Sodieties

AM21
.A2C3
Ref.
Osler

E172
.A538
Latest
in Ref.

Canadian Museums and Related Institutions, 1968. Ottawa, Canadian
Museums Association, 1968.

Directory-type information is given for history museums, historical
houses, societies, archival institutions and preservation projects,
or as indicated in the sub-title: aquariums, art galeries, archives,
botanical gardens, cultural centres, children's centres, historic
restorations, planetariums, observatories,nature centres, wildlife
refuges, zoos, exhibition circuits, government agencies, museums
associations. Arranged in four parts as follows:

Pt. 1 Museums. Associations (national and regional), government
agencies (federal and provincial) and Exhibition circuits.
Officials and activities are given as well as addresses.

Pt. 2 By province, then by city or town, then institution.
Pt. 3 Institution by category.
Pt. 4 Alphabetical list of institution referring to Pt. 2.

Directory of Historical Societies and Agencies in the United
States and Canada. 1956- . Madison, Wis.

Lib. has: 1956, 1969/70-

The Canadian section is at the back arranged by province then by
city or town. The information supplied by the organization in-
cludes name and identification, personnel, facilities, publications
and major programmes. Name index.

H517 Land, Brian. Directory of Associations in Canada. Re-pirtoire des
.L3x associations du Canada. Toronto, University of Toronto Press,
Ref. 1974.

An alphabetical listing of over 7000 Canadian associations giving
addresses and name of the chief officer. The subject index lists
names of associations. Of special interest are those listed under
Historical and Museum Societies, Antiques, Genealogy and Heraldry,
Records and Archives Management.

AM10 Official Museum Directory. United States. Canada. 1971. New York,
.A204 American Association of Museums and Crowell-Collier Education-
1971 al Corp., 1970.
Ref.
Blackader The main section is arranged alphabetically by state, then city or

town, then institution. Canada follows the U.S. Complete directory
type information, provided by the institution, is given, including
telephone numbers and hours. Part 2 is an alphabetical list by
name of institution giving its location. Part 3 is an alphabetical
list of names of directors and department heads giving title,
position and institution. Part 4 is a classified list of institu-
tions. Part 5 has a list by country of foreign museum members of
the American Association of Museums and a list by country of
museum associations abroad.

1 0
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D. Libraries

Note: Directories of libraries have been included in this guide to provide

some clues to where archival and manuscript material may be found.

A library with a particular subject interest or even in a specific

geographic location may pnAnihly have special collections. Within

these special collections there may be archival or manuscript material.

2735 Anderson, Beryl L. Special Libraries and Information Centres in

.A5x Canada: A Directory; 1970 Revision. Ottawa, Canadian Library

Ref. Association, 1970.

Z735 .
Additions, ChangesL Corrections to 1 December

.A5x 1972 (Includes All Addenda Since Publication in 1970).

Supp1.2 Canadian Library Association, 1973.
Ref.

Special libraries are listed as well as subject departments in

public and university libraries. Numbered entries, arranged
alphabetically by name of library, include address, telephone

number, librarian-in-charge, size and subject(s) of the collection.

Subject, personnel name and geographic indexes.

2688 Ash, Lee and Denis Lorenz. Subject Collections; a Guide to Special

.A2A8 Book Collections and Subject Emphases as Reported by UniversitY

1974 College, Public and Special Libraries and Museums in the

Ref. United States and Canada. 4th ed. rev, and enl. New York,

Bowker, 1974.

Z673
.C18515
No.53
Ref.

Z735
.05L5
1970
Lib.Sci.
Law

Arranged alphabetically by subject (including place names) then

sub-arranged by state, city and name. Canadian collections sub-

divided by province, etc. are at the end of each subject. Entries

indicate the form of the collections (e.g. manuscripts, etc.).

Canadian Library Association. Special Collections in Canadian

Libraries. Ottawa, 1967. (Occasional Paper, no. 53).

A series of essays describe ten special collections in Canadian

libraries. Collections of interest to Canadian historians include

the Celtic Collection of Saint Francis Xavier University, the

Gagnon Collection of the Montreal Public Library, the Glenbow
Foundation Library, Calgary, Alta. and the Archives Acadiennes of

the University of Moncton.

Directory of Libraries in Ottawa. ReWrtoire des bibliothagues

d'Ottawa. Ottawa, National Library, 1970.

Information on collections and personnel is given for each library.

Index by name of librarian and by libraries.

Z688 Directory of Special Libraries in Montreal. 10th ed. Montreal,

.D5 Special Libraries Association, Montreal Chapter, 1973.

1973
Ref. Full directory-type information is given for each library arranged

UL alphabetically by official names. Index in French and English of

personnel and subject.

Z735 Downs, Robert B. Resources in Canadian Academic and Research

.A1D6 Libraries. Ottawa, Association of Universities and Colleges

Ref. -67---c-r-zra, 1967.

UL
-ErtbrApi. Chapter 12 (pp. 225-267), "Some Specialized Collections in Cana-

dian Libraries" is a brief listing, by subject, of the major

collections in Canada. Appendix A (pp. 268-281), Bibliographical

References to Canadian Library Resources, could also prove useful.

11
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Z673 Fyfe, Janet and Raymond H. Deutsch. Directory of Special Collec-
.C18515 tions in Canadian Libraries. Ottawa, Canadian Library Associa-
No.58 tion, 1968. 2v. (Canadian Library Association. Occasional
Ref. Paper, no. 58).
Lib.Sci.
Law Historical subjects included are Canadian army, art, church history,

Hudson's Bay Company, military history, naval history, United
Empire Loyalists. Arrang0.14y: _geographic location. Brief notes
are given for each entry - size of collection, description and
services. Index by subject and by name (only of corporate bodies,
memorial names and collection names).

On order Informatech France-Quebec. Itepe-rtoire des centres de documentation
for Ref. et des bibliotheques specialisees du Qudbec. Montreal,
(Feb.75) Editeur officiel du Quebec, 1974.

Z735
.S3L3x
Ref.

Lapworth, Phyllis. A Directory of Saskatchewan Libraries.
Saskatoon, Saskatcheww- ',rovincial Library, 1971.

All types of libraries are arranged by subject then alphabetically
by popular name. Entries include name, address, telephone, size
of collection, interlibrary loan policies and subject specialties
and are coded for main subjects. Subject and geographic indexes.

Z735 Laurentian University of Sudbury. Library. Directory of Libraries
.06L3 in North Central and Northeastern Ontario. R6pdrtoire des
Ref. bibliotheques du nord de l'Ontario (centre et est).

Sudbury, Ont. Laurentian University Library, 1967.

Arranged by type of library (public, college, university and special)
then alphabetically by name. Entries include usual directory-type
information plus annual budgets. Personal name index.

Z1365 Materials for Canadian Studies in Selected Libraries. Ottawa,
.M3x National Library of Canada, Collection Development Branch,
Ref. 1974.

Z735
.Q4A46
Ref.

Z735
.S6
1974
Ref.

Z731
.Y68
1974
Ref.

Relevant material culled from Ottawa. National Library. Resources
Survey Section. Research Collections in Canadian Libraries
(Ottawa, 1972- Z735 .A108x) . Brief descriptions of the collec-
tions under the name of the institution. No index.

Pollock, Lee. Repertoire des bibliotheques du Quebec. Montrgal,
Minist6re des affaires culturelles du Quebec, 1970.

A preliminary edition of a directory of all Quebec libraries.
Numbered entries, arranged alphabetically by town or city give
directory-type information provided by the institution. Index by
name of libraries. McGill entries are incomplete and out-of-date.

Special Libraries Association. Toronto Chapter. Directory of
Special Libraries in the Toronto Area. 6th ed. Toronto, 1974.

Business, association, society, government libraries and special
departments of public and university libraries are arranged al-
phabetically by name of the organization. Libraries with distinct
names can be found through the subject index which also includes
brief indication of special fields and collections. L'ersonnel
index of SLA members.

Young, Margaret Labash, Harold Chester Young and Anthony T. Kruzas.
Directory of Special Libraries and Information Centers.
3d ed. Detroit, Gale Research Co., 1974.

Subtitle: A Guide to Special Libraries, Research Libraries, Infor-
mation Centers, Archives and Data Centers maintained by Govern-
ment Agencies, Business, Newspapers, Educational Institu-
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tions, Nonprofit Organizations,
and Societies in the Fields of

Science, Technology, Medicine, Law, Art, Religion, History, Social

Sciences and Humanistic Studies.

Numbered entries, arranged alphabetically, include directory-type

information plus subjects and special collections; services;

publications; catalogues and indexes maintained. Canadian entries

are in a separate section. Subject index arranges numbers by state

or province. Geographic and personnel index to be published.


